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Abstract

This text is dealing with the intersection of three main elements: abstraction, geometrical form and distor-
tion. Together these three paths forms garments around and in relation to the body.  

Throughout the project body is reduced into rectangular planes and cylinders. To reduce body into geome-
trical shapes can be explained as a method or a system through which body is approach as a neutral form. 
Because body is the source for abstraction, this approach can be applied to any part of the body and re-
peated in various compositions as it will always relate to a body form in some ways. 

The project also focuses on how to build holistic compositions through hues. Geometrically reduced body 
shapes are arranged through three dimensional compositions in which relationships between dominant, 
subdominant and subordinate forms are specifically in focus. 

Garments are embodied through weaving, Dominant and subdominant forms are investigated through dist-
ortion as a result of leaving warp and weft threads unattached in certain areas in the woven material. The 
technique expresses both organic and geometric in the material itself. In combination with colour blocks 

and panels and cylinders as forms, the technique was able to be translated into wearable forms. 

The project was developed as a dialogue between intuitive search and an intelligent reflective approach 
to outcomes. Because the projects put strong focus on subconscious notion of form emotions and senses 
plays an important role as guidance throughout the project.

Findings are presented in collection of ten outfits where aesthetic qualities of form are put as a primary 
factor. 
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Introduction of Manifesto

This text surrounds the intersection of three main elements: Abstraction, geometrical form and dist-
ortion-(materiality). Together these paths constructs garments around and in relation to the body, see 
figure 1.

In the following introduction these areas are explained more in detail, also why they are important as 
entities and in relation to each other. 

Figure 1
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The dual relationship between static and organic

Organic forms can be seen as those of nature. Geometrical forms, on the other hand can be seen as 
manmade, unnatural shapes which do not occur naturally in nature. ’There is no cube in the visible 
appearance of surface of nature’ (Wick, 2000, p. 257). Geometric and organic can be looked upon as 
counterparts as surface and form differ in all aspects.
The dual relationship between geometric and organic can be found in many fields of art and design, 
such as architecture, fine art, fashion and sculpture, see figure 2 and 3.

In the example (figure 2 and 3) geometrical and organic shapes exists within one context as they are 
put next to each other in the same artwork and architectural piece. A sensation of clash occurs when 
opposite forms are presented side by side in this manner. Their different properties are experienced 
more intense when organic and geometric are presented as individuals in the one single artwork or ar-
chitectural piece than if they were shown as separates in an exhibition for example. 

Aesthetics consisting of clashes between organic and geometric often provides an immediate sensa-
tion. The subconscious mind has created memories through recognition of shape. Dewery argued that 
idea of immediacy in aesthetics provides full force to the very moment one becomes aesthetically invol-
ved “I cannot be asserted that what is not immediate is not aesthetic“ (Akner-Koler, 2007, p 11).

Expressions were dualities are coexisting seems to make us especially emotionally involved. Could it be 
that there is certain clarity experienced when dualities comes together? That our subconscious conti-
nuously gets surprised when looking at contrasting objects? Akner-Koler argues that through perception 
and activity we build a bank of experiences that forms our cognitive unconscious, this bank effects how 
we act and think (Akner-Koler, 2007, p. 11). Recognition of a shape occurs when a visual experience 
becomes meaningful as it been experienced before in some way (Zusne, 1970, p.279).  
When a rectangle is put next to a branch the branch seems even more curved and uneven for example. 
The straight edges of the rectangle are confirmed by the irregular surface and curves of the branch. The 
difference in form a structure seems clear and vibrant when an element look back at its opposite. 

Figure 2 Figure 3
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I am interested the clash between geometric and organic as the dual features of form are as most 
clear and provides an immediate sensation of form, hence the aesthetic experience becomes very 
strong.

In the work The cube in composition with the body Felix Roll gives a good example of body as organic 
form in collision with the geometric cube shape. By arranging the cube form in different compositions 
with the body he visualizes a clash between geometric and organic through various arrangements. Roll 
creates the body shape and the cube in the same colour; which even more extenuates the form-analysis 
of clash. By doing so he stops the eye from being disturbed by other colour blocks that could mislead 
our perception of form, see figure 4. Hussein Chalayan explains any form that occurs on or around the 
body as an extension of body.

By this viewpoint Chalayan implies that all forms are activated by the body regardless of size or shape. 
Human body depends on the environment for its existence; hence body and space will always be con-
nected. Environment and body merge through context. In this text body will be approached as an orga-
nic element that activates its opposite; geometric form. The text deals with how such activation can be 
embodied in wearable forms. 

”I see all garments as externalizations of the body in the same way that vehicles and 
buildings are proportioned to contain the human form”. “Everything around us either 
relates to the body or to the environment, I think of modular systems where clothes are 
like small parts of an interior.” (Fashion bank, 2010).

Figure 4
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Reduction as a method to refine body into geometrical forms

In previous section the contrasting aspect of geometric and organic forms was explained and why it ge-
nerates a full aesthetic experience. In the following section the text will deal with how organic and geo-
metric form can be merged through refining organic shapes into their simplest geometric form. 

The Gestalt psychology suggests that the viever sees the whole before being aware of the parts. When 
a viewer is confronted with to many unrelated parts in a single gestalt the result image seems disor-
ganized, chaotic or lacking in visual unity (Cheetham 1983 p. 1). To create a good gestalt, the gestalt 
psychology suggests reduction and refinement of complicated forms, see figure 5. The gestalt philo-
sophy argues that ‘good forms’ are those that are easy to experience and grasp. Forms may be made 
simpler by increasing their regularity or symmetry, for example. 
Simplicity plays an important role in the Gestalt theory since the simple figure is looked upon as a ‘good’ 
Gestalt. Simpler forms contain less information therefore they should be easier to process and they are. 
The Gestalt principle provides a common basis for the various instances of “simplicity”. 

Simplicity can be seen as the opposite to “uncertainty” of a stimulus. It is therefore possible to measure 
when a form is recognized in binary digits. If a certainty of a form is quickly understood the better the 
gestalt (Zusne, 1970, p.62).  Reduction of excess information generates clarity and comprehension of 
form; hence provides an immediate understanding of shape as the reaction time to when we become 
aesthetically involved is very short.

To use reduction as a method also relates to abstraction. Abstraction can be explained as to refine show 
the essence of something. Aesthetic abstraction has been described as ’to simplify or grasp an expe-
rience that attempts to be managed in some ways’. Art theorist Ruddof Arnheim explained abstraction 
as ’the art of drawing essentials from an entity’ (Akner-Koler 2007, p. 14-15). Arnheim refers to retaining 
information from something witch is relevant to just recognize what has been undergoing the process of 
abstraction. What features are required to grasp the very essence of what has been abstracted?

Figure 5
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In fashion body is naturally in focus and many designers have therefore used body as their “entity” or as 
reference for abstraction. 

This work aims to explore this approach by abstracting the organic forms of the human body into 
simplified geometrical shapes. The project will approach body as an entity and the aim is to visua-
lize the ”essence” of body through geometric form. 

The artistic leader of the Bauhaus Theatre, Oscar Schlemmer developed what he called anthropocentric 
constructivism which was a systematise of geometric form and human figure  He abstracted the body 
into geometrical shapes, especially those of the circle and the triangle, a head to a circle and a neck to 
a cylinder, etc. (Wick, 2000, p. 259), see figure 6. 
Schlemmer also preformed geometrical studies of body through lines. A line could point out acti-
ve-moving or passive-resting positions. A horizontal line would follow the angle of a thigh on a figure in 
sitting position. A vertical line could be used to extenuate the upright part of the posture. He used lines 
as coordinate systems which were placed over the body, see figure 7. Later in Schlemmers career he 
moved on to using the method of reducing natural shapes to rectangular basic geometrical forms. Sh-
lemmer applies the Gestalt ideas of generating simple form through reduction by abstracting the body 
into geometrical forms. 

Shlemmer followed a philosophy of form which is so characteristic for Bauhaus to reduce things to geo-
metric figures. In art, general effects of the geometricalisation of human being can be seen in the reduc-
tion of the human figure to physical bodies – such as tubes, spheres and boxes (Wick, 2000, p. 258) 
see figure 8.

Figure 6

Figure 7

Figure 8
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Through this method Schlemmer created an approach to the body through which geometrical abstrac-
tion could be applied on any part of the body. He argues that there is a specific imaginary construction 
of the human figure; that very little recognition of body is needed for the eye to catch some essence of 
body as form. Composition of abstracted body forms could therefore be rearranged in endless compo-
sitions without becoming to repetitive and dull as it would always resemble a body form in some way, 
Schlemmer writes;

This approach can also be explained as organization or composition of forms. Organization implies 
patterning, involving repetition and symmetry which are also methods of the Gestalt philosophies. If a 
‘good’ figure is one that is organized, more symmetric, showing closure, good continuation etc, it is eas-
ier to grasp. All these concepts may be reformulated in information terms (Zusne, 1970, p.62).  

Another aspect of integrating geometric and organic elements is by applying organic features on a 
geometric form. There is a strong tradition in design and art of merging geometric structural analysis 
with organic principles of growth and tension. Stress or application of organic principles on geometric 
forms can be found in several art works and design objects, (Akner-Koler, 2007, p. 18). By this method 
geometric forms are made more organic through merging with elements that twist, turns and distorts the 
shape. To do so differ from the method of reduction, as geometric forms are deformed by organic fea-
tures. When using reduction as a method, organic shapes undergoes refinement into simple geometric 
forms, hence no merging or application occurs.

‘Simple organizational schemes that autonomy of which, like the laws of assemblage 
could be appertained and could therefore be applied with great consistency... They 
are a specific foundation for the (imaginary) construction of a human figure and yet are 
so general and little binding them that individual formulations can be evolved out of 
them...’(Wick, 2000, p. 277).

Figure 9

Figure 10
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In the collection Boxed out Johan Nordberg abstracts body through geometric principles of form. In his 
collection a clear example is shown a two-dimensional “dress”. The dress is made out of a flat rectang-
ular sheet in which linear cuts have been made. The cuts create an outline that follows an abstracted 
geometric body shape; the body form has been reduced to only lines. 
The model is then placed in between the cut-outs, with one part of the rectangular sheet on the front of 
the body and one part of the sheet on the back. By placing the model in this manner the flat rectangular 
sheet meets the models body, which is an organic moving shape without any principles of geometric 
features. Here a clash between geometric and organic occurs.
Nordberg enables a three dimensional expression from a two dimensional form (the sheet) through a 
single cut, hence stresses a static form by the application of organic features through abstraction. The 
cut-out lines create by minimal interaction with the rectangular form a tension between two and three 
dimensionality. Nordberg embodies both geometric abstraction of the human body as well as visualising 
the clash between geometric and organic in the same expression, see figure 10.

Distortion of form embodied through materiality

In previous sections the text has described the importance of clash between geometrical and organic 
forms. Also how such clash can be related to body through reduction from a geometrical viewpoint. 
In this section, the text will describe 

how materiality distorts geometric forms and embodies clashes between geometric and organic 
in the material itself. Materiality is the link between body and form and thus connects geometric 
form to the body. 

When a geometrical construction is executed in fabric or other soft materials the forms will naturally be 
distorted. To distort means to alter the original shape of form by introducing forces that expands, con-
tracts, twist, turns, changing the structure of form. Despite distortion the original form is still expressed. 
To distort implies a process that refers back to the recognizable shape in order to grasp the features of 
the distorted form (Akner-Koler 2007, p 30). When a geometric form is distorted through the execution of 
soft flexible materials, static and organic coexists in the same expression, as it is both organic and geo-
metric at the same time. The geometric construction is still visible but has been deformed by organic 
principles through the execution in fabric. The identification of static shape enables organic principles to 
be expressed in a static construction. A cube shape executed in organza for example, see figure 11.

Organic and geometric coexist in distorted forms; therefore clashing between geometric and organic 
constantly occurs. This provides an immediate sensation when looking at the distorted form.
In wearable forms, movement is a key factor when working with distortion. Movement is an engine that 
continuously shifts forms between geometric and organic. Hence movement furthermore provides full 
force to the experience.

Nevertheless, if a static construction is too twisted, too stretched or caved in too much, distortion will not 
occur: the original form will no longer be recognized, it has shifted into o becoming something else: a 
new form, see figure 12. 

In this work, it is particularly important that the original geometric form is recognizable although it has 
undergone distortion. Because the work focuses on reducing body into geometric shapes, it is essential 
that the reduced shape is recognizable to grasp the essence of a body form. If the refined shape is too 
manipulated, distortion will not take place and body will no longer be able to be recognized.

The choice of technique and material will decide how distortion will connect geometric form the body in 
dress in this project.
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Figure 11, Cube 
shape is sagging but 
recognizable, distor-
tion occurs.

Form-first approach- a universal language. To approach references from an ab-
stract point of view

 
Clothing or any object can either be analysed from a social point of view or from its abstract features. 
When looking at objects through a social and historical lens, colours and forms are connected to ob-
jects that have existed in the past. Brown, yellow and orange in combination can be recognized as 
characteristics from the seventies as of the repetitive uses of these colours in combination during that 
time period. To be able to make such parable, one requires to have memories or to be able to recognise 
characteristics of the seventies. ’Discussions of colour language outside the academic field of ethno-
lingustics often involve the notion of colour as metaphor and hence lending itself to symbolizing’ (Gage 
2006, p.147). 
To recognize object from a social or historical point of view is thus always somehow connected to place 
or time. Visual elements of an object might be abstracted, merged or incorporated with other referen-
ces, but an understanding of the origin of the piece is required form the viewer/receiver to grasp the 
experience and point of the work. Hence the work will always somehow be local, geographically or soci-
ally. What is obvious for someone is Europe might be not be obvious to someone from South America for 
example. 

Time and place is fundamental when developing aesthetics from social and historical references, there-
fore outcomes resulting from such approach will always be dependent on time or place to be apprehen-
ded. 
The opposite way of working to the method described above, is to only focus on reference’s abstract 
features such as colour, shape and texture for example. This method hence ignores all social and histo-
rical connotations; such references do not contribute to aesthetics developed purely from non-represen-
tational elements. 
This process can be described as a form-first approach that only focuses on visual outputs. The method 
aims to explore only abstract relationships such as composition, space, structure, lines and curves; fea-
tures which do not carry any social associations. 

Figure 12, A cube construc-
tion have transformed to a new 
shape. The cube shape is no 
longer visible, distortion is lost.
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The form-first approach can therefore bee seen as neutral and hence universal. Regardless of time or 
place any reference can be understood through this method as it is only analyses outputs through their 
abstract properties, see figure 13.
Of course, different aesthetic languages/dialects can be distinguished in expression developed from 
this approach, although they are not associable with social/historical indications. They should be more 
viewed as expressions that can be experienced and appreciated by anyone regardless of social status 
or cultural belonging.
Dialects developed from a form-first approach are neural and can therefore be evolved from whatever 
time or place. Biggs gives the example of a pair of knitting needles and a pair of chopsticks having very 
little difference in material and form, yet and are only used diffrently due to the culture in which they are 
found (Biggs 2002, p, 3). Biggs gives a clear example of how objects are appropriated by culture and 
location, yet material and form is basically the same. This project aims to embodied shapes that are 
neutral and express only form.
Loscheck describes the relationship between materiality and form in relation to the body as a purely 
physical reaction where the subconscious mind reacts on the notions of form embodied through mate-
rial. ’Fashion is always about relating form and materiality to the human body. Clothing thereby has the 
potential of transforming our perception of the body, of its form and surface. The relation to the body is 
foremost a purely physical relation, and is not necessarily connected to what is socially accepted as 
‘clothing’ or garment’ (Loschek 2009, p. 17).

By working only from a form-based approach the designer releases oneself from cultural or soci-
al weights that any objects may carry. It also enables designers to work disregarding location or 
cultural ideas of what is considered “right” in aesthetics.

Figure 13, Dominant shape confirmed by equal sub-dominant shape. 
Relationship found in Maliian hut and minimalist painting. Form language is the 
same in both examples.
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Language of form as cross disciplinary

To develop aesthetics by the method of only focusing on reference’s abstract features can be applied 
on any objector or expression. The form-first approach is therefore also cross disciplinary and do not 
belong to any specific discipline. Certain aesthetics are not labelled to definite fields. An expression 
may be worn on the body or it may be embodied in a building or in an art piece, the aesthetic language 
can still be the same. 

Margiela describes this relationship in relation to fashion, ’Fashion is an inspiration, a craft, a technical 
know-how and not, in our opinion an art form’ (Loschek, 2009 p.170). Margiela is approaching fashion 
as a wide discipline that resembles art. Art can somehow be seen as more open genera, than e.g. 
fashion or architecture, as art does not have any fundaments of construction or wearability and thus 
opens up to a wider idea of how to embody expressions. 

Nevertheless, fashion always has to deal with the fact that clothing will be worn and the restriction that 
comes with the basic construction of body. Karl Lagerfeld explained fashion as the “utility of beauty”. 
Lagerfeld highlights that the designer must conquer such limitations and master the skill of not com-
promising ones expression in order to achieve wearability. Loschek further point out the relationship 
between expression and wearability, she writes ’clothing as applied art must become free of the de-
mand of application - that is, from its wearability in a social context (Loschek, 2009 p.171). 
What is considered wearable form a social viewpoint, the designer can change over time through his/
her philosophies. Limitations of what is socially accepted as wearable are only somehow a social 
construct. It is the designers’ task to rethink and question why and how clothes can be worn. 

What is factually in request is to meet the demands of wearability when fashion is approached as an art 
form, and the aesthetical freedom that follow by doing so. The actual demands of what can be worn are 
purely physical; such as being able to move, walk and physically function in everyday life in the gar-
ment.
According to the Oxford English Dictionary “applied” means “put to practical use”; practical as dis-
tinguished from abstract or theoretical (Risatti, 2007, p. 25). The “applied” in applied art should be refer-
ring to art-forms that are somehow dependent on function, where the world “applied” does not represent 
something which is added on to an ascetical aim. 

Body as the ultimate source for abstraction 

Explained above, any object or expression can be analysed only from its abstract properties. In this part 
the text will explain why body is the ultimate source for abstraction when developing neutral expres-
sions.

Hussein Chalayan explains body as the most efficient cultural icon. In an interview he describes why 
he prefers to work within fashion, and the basic restrictions that come of designing for the human body 
which, for all its variety, usually comes with a basic set of limbs topped by a head, rather than operating 
within in fine art fields. “The body is the ultimate cultural symbol; I’m like a storyteller who creates new 
environments for the body through clothes. Everything we do, everything we create around us, is based 
on the body” (Jacobs, 2013, Metro).
Everyone have a relationship to the body as it something we encounter daily, in our own and in relation 
to others. In whatever we do body will always be part of our life, it is fundamental for our very being; 
there is no more “common form” in our lives. Disregarding culture, heritage or location body is always 
present as its basic construction of limbs and head does not change, the human race is one. 
This work aims to search for an expression where no cultural or social associations can be made, it thri-
ves to expresses only form. 
Body is serving as the ultimate source when trying to achieve neutrality in form as it is somehow neutral 
in its construction and very existence. Therefore it is a great subject for abstraction and reduction. Pre-
viously described, simple forms are easy to read and are immediate in their communication. To abstract 
something which is neutral in itself contribute to the possibilities to create a neutral language of form. It 
enables a visual dialect that can only be associated with the basic body form.
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Practical objects (such as garments) must be design in a order where the aesthetic qualities are consi-
dered as first priority and function is a natural part of the design process, hence; aesthetic and function 
should not be put in opposition. The most utterly type of achievement for a designer is to express aest-
hetic qualities in a wearable garments, without compromising in the expression to achieve wearability. 

The importance of consistency in aesthetics to slow down consumerism; aesthet-
ics-first approach

Expressions developed by a form first-approach can be seen as universal as they do not hold any cul-
tural indications. Because they express only abstract form they do not depend on society to be gasped. 
Consistency in the development of such aesthetic dialects could play an important role on how to slow 
down the fast changing trends occurring in fashion.

Consumerism main engine is run by desire and confirmation. Desire and conformation is fuelled by fast 
changing trends. The industry produces more and more things in a rapid tempo to meet the urge for 
new products that will define a new and improved self image. Fast changing trends trigger us to purcha-
se more items, as a result we refuse old items as they become un-modern in very little time. The industry 
constantly pushes its limits to keep up with the growing fashion market, which causes stress and suffe-
ring on the environment and humans in all ends of production chain.

Products may be made more sustainable through ecological or ethical production, however the fact still 
remains that the urge and demands for new things still persists. Too many objects are being produced 
in relational to the resources of the world. 
The only way to truly flip this trend around is to go back to the root of the problem; which is the endless 
request for new products. Such demand originates form a social agenda that is run by economical inte-
rests. If consumers are made to believe that new product will make us better and reinvented, production 
and economy will grow at a steady phase. The urge for new products needs so slow down in order to 
stop this unsustainable development.

I believe a more consistent approach to aesthetics and expressions could contribute to stop consume-
rist society’s need for constant update on artefacts. Consistency in aesthetics could possibly help to 
change the phase of fashion production. To introduce consistency to fashion development could also be 
described as presenting a strong and clear design program/manifesto to the consumer. To do so would 
enable the costumer to identify and relate to a brand on a deeper level. If fashion brands presents 
worlds that consumer can feel that they are part of brand may not have to change their overall orienta-
tion so quickly in order to keep up with trends. Contexts where aesthetics do not change a great deal 
create recognition and affirmation, yet without a sense of being stuck.

To work with simple forms and their total disconnection form any culture and social connotations 
generates perfect conditions to create a constant expression that will last over time. To use body 
as subject for abstraction enables an unchanging template that in combination with geometrical 
reduction will enhance ‘neutrality’ within expressions.

A good example of designers that have created a strong identity and stayed true to a clear design pro-
gram is Masion Martin Margiela and Issey Miyake. They have both presented powerful aesthetical dia-
lects that pervade everything in their work from smaller jeweller to garments to shop interiors, see figure 
14 and 15.
Both Margiela and Miyake have stayed true to their expressions over a long period of time without giving 
in to current trends. To master the task of both being consistence and forward thinking create ultimate 
ground for originality within a brand.

Marigela and Miyake have operated outside constrains of the fashion industry and questioned the very 
foundations of fashion as a phenomena. They have build up their own paths within fashion and through 
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their development made the overall fashion industry look into their agenda on fashion and trends. Issey 
Miyake have even rejected the word ”fashion designer” as it is to limiting and not accurate in relation to 
his work (Sveriges radio, 2012). The brands have kept a steady growth within their general design philo-
sophy; therefore they have built strong fan base. This makes the brands more than just labels that pro-
duce clothing. When purchasing a MMM or Miyake item one does just not buy a shirt, one also take part 
of the MMM and Miyake philosophy. 

The main difference between a designer and a craftsman is that while the craftsman ends with a finis-
hed, functioning object, the designer does not. He or she ends with a drawing or some other type of 
abstract notation that may, at a later stage be made into an actual object (Risatti, 2007, p.171). (Buy this 
view point most students work is the one of a craftsman where the student execute the whole design 
process from idea to finished product). 

The introduction of industrialism in the 20th century’s glorified the look of mass-produced objects; as 
a result hand made objects was rejected, which where highly looked upon during the previous art and 
crafts era. Machines made it possible to control both abstract plans and execution of such and therefo-
re eliminated costly technical manual skills. Hence machines became synonymous with modernity and 
technological processes. In doing so they undermined the value of workmanship and thereby fostered 
an new social context for both craft and fine art, a context in which the word “craftsmanship” came to 
represent old-fashion and ant progressive thinking (Risatti, 2007, p168). This making manmade objects 
unattractive and loosing their value.

Figure 14, Issey Miyake, sto-
re, garment and campaign.

Figure 15, Masion Martin Marigela, 
store, garment and campain.

Marigela and Miyake have put strong emphasis on craftsmanship in their work with focus on materiality 
and handicraft techniques. When working from a craft based approach concept and execution is inte-
grated. Risatti poetically describes the craftsman’s thought process of theory and praxis intertwined;

 ‘This linking together mind and body in the manipulation of the physical material of na-
ture and its transformative process the essence of which is a creative, poetic act that 
lies at the heart of craftsmanship its highest sense. It’s a poetic act that entails creation 
of human world directly out of the raw substances of nature itself. It entails transforma-
tion of our direct sensuous experience of nature into a world of culture’ (Risatti, 2007, 
p.170).
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Mass produced items can be viewed as soul less as they are identical and easy to replace. They look 
the same and they have numerous identical twins. 
Products that are produced in a smaller more hand based atelier type of production, on the other hand 
offers subtle changes as they have been made partly by hand. Objects that are produced by hand are 
directly touched by the creator’s care and visions and transfer such care into the world. Craft based 
design work increases the aesthetic qualities of a product and provides a more full experience for the 
costumer.
Design duo Dune and Raby argues that design is ’ideological’ and therefore “needs to consider alter-
native visions to those that are put forward by the industry” (Dunne and Raby 2001, p. 58). Craft based 
work in combination with a slow approach to production could enhance the wearers experience of a 
garment. 

This approach invites the costumer to take part of the design program on a deeper level. The costumer 
gets insight to the design development as a practical research based practice, which could help to 
overcome the big gap between design development and the end-consumer. If the costumer would be 
more aware of design methods, artefacts would not be viewed as “evidence” of a design process rather 
as part of an ongoing process and in which items represents a current view. Products would severe as 
knowledge generators which would awaken curiosity to explore the next development of the manifesto 
(the next product) - a process that is now only known to the designer (Biggs. M, 2002 p. 2).  
A slower more consistent approach to aesthetics could open up to such understanding from costumer. 
Therefore it’s most important to me as a designer/artist to put the aesthetic qualities first in my work, as it 
is the very backbone of the designer’s identity.

It is also important to mention that as long as the fashion world is running fast, so must the brands, even 
brands like Miyake and Margiela to be able to survive. What is needed is a change in the fundamental 
construction of consumerism; that fewer products are being made and sold and I believe that consisten-
cy in aesthetic have the possibility to contribute to do so.
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Examples of manifesto in previous master projects 

In previous master projects body have been reduced into to flat rectangular planes. Such rectangular 
planes have been investigated through distortion, mainly made through weaving.
Body has been abstracted into sections. Some sections have been left as rectangular “hols” in the ma-
terial as a result of not attaching warp and weft thread to each other. The loose threads are hanging 
structurally in a sort of organized chaos. Because the threads are attached to the woven fabric that 
surrounds the hole, it is possible to refer back to the rectangle they have been set loose from; distortion 
occurs. These ’holes’ have been considered as forms as well as the rectangular planes, see figure 16.

Panel as geometric form have also been investigated through modular systems where three dimensional 
compositions have been arranged around the body. 
In the example (figure 15), the idea of reducing body into the simplest geometric form was explored. 
The front body was abstracted to a rectangle covering the whole body from the floor until neckline. On 
the back a shorter panel was placed to emphasize the back torso, and to give some tension between 
the back and front form. To connect back and front, the sides where covered by smaller thinner rectang-
les as a subordinate element. 

Form theorist Rowena Reed, explains how quick exercises can train the eye to assemble units consis-
ting of dominant and sub-dominant forms using a smaller subordinate form a connective source.

Reed also describes this relationship between planes and space.

“Start by designing the dominant, then the sub dominant. Spend little time on this rela-
tionship. Quickly complete the subordinate element, and arrange in a three-dimensio-
nal grouping as possible’. ’It should achieve an effect of unity in which every part rela-
tes to every other part, and every design relationship contributes to the whole” (Greet 
Hanna, 2002, p. 54) see figure 17.

“The study of planes in space is all about relationships- about how the planes look in 
relation to each other. The answer is not yes or no- it’s yes in relation to something else 
or no in relation to something else” (Greet Hanna, 2002, p130). 

Figure 16
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In figure 16, body was used as a subject for space analysis. Planes were assembled around the body 
relating to abstracted sections of the body, creating a three dimensional unit of planes. Because body 
was approached as a three dimensional space, any assembled unit would relate to the body in some 
way. 

To use body as a subject for space analysis will be a focus point in the final master work.

To further point out the primary back and front rectangles in this composition (figure 16) smaller distor-
ted rectangles was placed inside the front and back panels. The weft threads were cut away, leaving the 
vertical warp to emphasize the direction of the upright back and front panels. The loose threads would 
be continuously distorted in movement. The panels were also executed in a soft material and would the-
refore also be distorted in movement.

In another garment created during the pre-studies for this work distortion was investigated through cut-
ting repeated cuts in panels, see figure 19. The repeated cuts would create an organised structure that 
would dissolve in movement. 
This garment was also an investigation of panels in three dimensional compositions around body, but 
through a new composition. 
In figure 16 to much skin was discovered to be showing when the garments was in movement and un-
derstood as a mistake in the construction. Nudity would distract from the abstract qualities of form and 
therefore needed to be considered in following constructions. 
To avoid too much skin to show through “sneak peeks” in between panels, panel were stretched to a 
cylinder in figure 19. To stretch panel to a cylinder enabled the garment to be transformed into a more 
wearable piece. It evolved from “pure” a form-analysis of body into sections of panels, to a more weara-
ble form that actually could be used in everyday life. These findings were important for further explora-
tions later described in this text.

Figure 17
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Colour in relation to composition was also investigated in this garment. Particularly how dominant and 
subdominant form could be connected and form relationships through colour. Panels were created with 
colour on one side and white on the other. The dominant and subdominant form would then correspond 
as the coloured sides faced each other, to point out their relationship within the unit (garment). Distortion 
made by cuts in the panels would be expressed clearer as the colour would peek out as the cuts flutter 
when the garments was in movement.  

Figure 18
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Aim and motive for Master final project

The thoughts explained in the sections under introduction of manifest and examples of previous 
master projects will lay as a foundation for the final master project. The project will focus on dif-
ferent ways of reducing body into geometrical forms. How such forms can be distorted through 
weaving will be further investigated. The project also aims to explore how forms can be compo-
sed three dimensionally through colours, particularly focusing on the relationship between domi-

nant, subdominant and subordinate forms. 

The aim is to reduce body into rectangular shapes and how such 
forms can be distorted through weaving in dress.
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Development
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Intuitive composition of form – intuition as a first step method to generate unex-
pected result

Design methodologist Jones suggests the method of viewing the designer as a black box. He implies 
that by this method that the most valuable part of the design process is the one that goes on inside the 
designer’s head and partly out of reach of his unconscious control (Jones 1992, p. 9). This point of view 
is put against rational approaches to designing. Jones writes:
   

What Jones is describing in the Black Box approach can be seen as the joyful action of intuition. When 
the mind operates under intuition it works quickly and with little reflection. To do so help creating fast 
and unexpected outcomes as it generates confidence to create yet another unexpected result. If outco-
mes are reflected upon too deeply the sense of “now-ness” and immediacy will be lost and hinder the 
pleasant effortlessness that comes with creating new unexpected forms using intuition as a method.

Intuition is very connected to subconscious emotions. When relying on intuition, the brain is continuously 
in correspondence with ones senses and emotions. Rowena Reed provides a good example of how to 
train the brain to compose abstract relationship in a satisfying way. Reed proposes quick task that com-
pletely relies on the senses and emotion. In one of her exercises, three forms are rearranged in various 
compositions in a quick phase. Reed only instructs her tasks with simple directions such as; to look for 
an axis or empty spaces, for example. She uses the student’s vision and senses as main tool and gui-
dance. “It is good to remember your first emotional response” (Greet Hanna, 2002, p.68). The aim of 
such assignments is to train one’s awareness of form. 

The black box method can be especially helpful when working with abstract elements as they are very 
much linked to our unconscious notion of form and composition. Cheryl Akner Kolner describes intuition 
in relation to form. ’This inner sense of form is key to understanding how to build a holistic composition’ 
(Akner-Kolner 2007, p. 16).  The Black Box method is especially useful in the beginning of a design pro-
cess, when a project calls to be opened up and expanded. 

The black box method as working method

To start off the project, it was important to understand how the project could relate to the body. To apply 
the black box method I wanted to find a quick and easy sketch method that could open up the project 
and take it in unexpected directions. Previous garments made during my master studies had focused 
on how different section of the body could be reduced into geometrical shapes and I wanted to develop 
this further. 

I started by printing photographs of a neutral body from different angles. On top of the printed bodies I 
placed overhead paper ands started to draw different sections of the body into rectangles. I drew some 
parts only as rectangles abstracting body sections into their simplest forms. A leg could be made into a 
vertical rectangle for example. Others did more resemble body forms such as an arch over the torso for 
example. Body was also investigated from different sections, the side, the upper body, the front in rela-
tion to the back etc, see figure 19.

The transparent overhead paper allowed me to move the drawn shapes around and test them on other 
parts of the body. It also made it possible to layer the shapes and to rearrange them in different compo-
sition, see figure 20. Mine Öskar argues that training in rearrangement of geometric elements improves 
the designer’s ability to both recognize emerging compositions and develop desired strategies that 
optimize limitations of projects. She writes: ’Through reasoning with simple forms one can create com-
positions that have the potential to be recomposed in different ways, creating an array of compositions 
that expresses different qualities’. (Akner-Kolner 2007, p. 18). To drawn forms on transparent paper was 
an efficient way to generate unexpected outcomes and to set the aesthetic core/dialect of the project.

‘’despite’ irrational assumptions, the black box view of designing can be quite clearly 
expressed in cybernetic or physiological terms: we can say that the human designer 
like other animals, is capable of producing outputs in which he has confidence, and 
which often succeed, without him being able to say how these outputs were obtained’ 
(Jones 1992, p. 9)
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Focus on upper body.

Focus on side body.

Dirfferent body parts abstracted, then layered.

Focus on lower body.

Figure 19
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Figure 20

 
To translate the two dimensional sketches to a three dimensional context some sketches was also made 
to visualise the compositions from a more three dimensional point of view as a start to understand how 
such flat rectangles could be constructed to each other, see figure 21.
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Figure 21
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From intuitive search to intelligent search

The Black Box method has the effect of open up a project and also set its aesthetic dialect. It is an effi-
cient method to achieve unexpected results and to connect with one’s inner scenes of form and compo-
sition. 
However, the main weakness of this method is that the designer generates a universe of unfamiliar alter-
natives that is too large to explore by the slow process of conscious control. Faced with this dilemma a 
possible solution is that the designer abandons the method and move on in the design process. If this 
is done it it’s possible to replace intuitive search of alternatives by an intelligent search that uses both 
external criteria and the result of partial search to make short cuts of the unknown territory (Jones, 1997. 
p. 55).

After executing the exercises with transparent paper I was left with a bank of rectangular forms abstrac-
ted from the body. They conveyed a lot of information but maximal result where generated from this 
exercise; if I continued performing the task result would just become another version of previous results 
and not take me forward in the process. I hade gained as much knowledge from the assignment as pos-
sible. It was time to make decisions in order to make the process move forward as Jones refers to as ‘to 
make short cuts’. 

Form can not exist without material other than in theory and I decided to move on to a material-based 
search. I hoped that it could provide me with some answers and to find a method that could help to em-
body the forms three dimensionally. To continue on to a material-focus investigation would also open up 
for developments of how shapes could be distorted and hence be embodied in garments.

In previous project I had investigated weaving and particularly how distortion could be achived in cer-
tain section of woven material by not attaching warp and weft threads to each other. The techniques 
possessed qualities that balanced organic and geometric in the material itself and I wanted to explore 
the technique further.
Weaving in general was still quite new to me so It felt was important to decide how approach the wea-
ving to keep the project manageable already a this stage. I was afraid that if I gave my self too many 
options in the material to explore the project would grow out of control. A decision was made to only 
focus on weft and warp thread to be unattached in parts of the weave. 
During the master studies I had also focused on colour and colour blocking to connect and assemble 
relationships within composition and I wanted to explore how such colour blocking could be merged 
with the weaving technique I had chosen.

To start understanding the technique, I translated the sketches made when using the Black Box into a 
technical point of view. The abstracted body shapes where now made with printed lines, some made 
thicker and some made thinner. The lines illustrated how the warp could run over the weft and reverse. 
Where the lines were made thinner, the weft would be under warp and therefore be less visible on the 
sketch. Some of the abstracted shapes where also made into rectangles in different hues. The colour 
blocks were made to visualise where a hue could be woven and to which the loose threads would be 
attached. I also allowed colour-blocks to exist on their own without threads attached. This exercise was 
a good first step to understand what could be done with the technique in relation to the reduced body 
forms, see figure 22.

Material investigations

At this stage it was time to move on to the real material and to develop the technique practically. Many 
questions were still to be answered surrounding the possibilities of technique. It was important to be 
able to grasp how thickness, fall and structure would affect the shapes when embodied in garments. 
It was important to know that what was sketched on paper actually could be done in the material and 
construction. 

Most samples where made in the jacquard machine at the Swedish school of textiles and I had to learn 
and understand the restrictions but also the possibilities that came with the working in jacquard machi-
ne. Quickly in to this process I realised that the possibilities were endless. To gain a greater understan-
ding would be crucial for the possible constructions, therefore several samples were made. 
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Figure 22
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Many different bindings were tried out as they would determinate the structure and thickness of the ma-

terial, see figure 23.

A major challenge while making the samples was that the warp in the jacquard machine at the weaving 
lab at the Swedish School of Textiles was set by the technicians. White and black was mainly used as 
it is suitable for most students work. The warp cannot be easily changed as it takes several days as it 
consists of thousands of threads that each has to be threaded by hand.
 
Hence, woven materials had to be adapted to what could be done in the jacquard machine. The warp 
consisted of medium thick cotton threads, therefore light and thin materials could not be made. 
The jacquard machine also operated under a pattern report of 40 cm which practically resulted in that 
any desired form bigger than 40 cm had to divide into sections when woven and then be sewn back  
together. 
Another obstacle when creating samples was the jacquard machine was frequently booked by other 
student which made it hard to find time to create all the samples I had wished for. To be able to continue 
working in between weaving appointments different proposals of weaving techniques and possible out-
comes were made through sketching. In the sketches I applied the knowledge that I had learned during 
sampling to develop new plans for samples for the next appointment, see figure 24. 
All of these limitations had to be considered in relation to the project.

This phase of the project could be described as a try and error stage, a transformation stage, a creative 
phase where flashes of insight, changes of set and inspired guess work is made, it is also the critical 
stage where blunder can be made. One cannot achieve optimal solution in this stage, only optimal sear-
ch. There is no way of being sure what is done will in the end be 'best' (Jones 1997, p. 66). Jones des-
cribes a phase in which testing is unavoidable for any materialisation of theoretical plans. 

Figure 24
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“Thread holes” as a see through element

The ”holes” in which warp and weft threads are left loose were also investigated as see through 
rectangular forms. This effect was mainly explored through layering. A solid form could be printed 
on a under layer over which a ‘thread hole’ would be placed. The underlying form would then glimp-
se through the loose warp thread in movements. Smaller rectangular forms were also printed on top 
of the warp threads, by doing so the whole printed form would dissolve in movement and hence be 
distorted, see figure 25.

A result of the difficulties of finding appointments in the weaving lab, sketches were also made by 
computer to try to visualize how such layering could create a three dimensional effect. It also helped 
to further visualise the dialect of form language in the project, see fig 26. 
However, through findings from full scale experiments, the conclusion was that only two layers cre-
ated a layering effect. If more layer were put on top of each other, some layers would not be visible 
because of the density of the treads. The full scale experiments also determined that the ‘thread ho-
les’ could not be too big. If so the threads would tangle too much and the original rectangular shape 
would not be visible anymore, hence distortion would not occur. These two findings were crucial for 
the continuation of the construction of the garments and for further investigations.

Some material sample was also made with see through plastic tread. The plastic thread would enable 
a see through effect even more as it was transparent. Because the plastic thread was stiff it would not 
sag as much as cotton threads and therefore create a more static form experience. The static featu-
res of the material could also be used to build more stiff forms around the body, see figure 27.

Figure 23
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Figure 25

Figure 27

Figure 26
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Ordering dominant and sub-dominant forms through greyscale

During the material research I learned that different hues could be made by using different variations of 
one single biding, see figure 28. If a blue was chosen as warp colour up to six hues could be made by 
weaving different satins. I wanted to explore colour blocking in combination with ‘holes’ created by loose 
warp and weft threads. This technique would enable to explore this further. To practically have found a 
technique that would allow colour blocking and weaving to interact would make the project much more 
manageable. It would rule out trying to find yarn in tones as only one colour would be used to create 
hues. 

The projects main aesthetical aim was on form and three dimensional compositio, to have less colours 
would enhance such focus. I wanted to use colours which would clearly visualize elements as shape, 
angles, dominant and sub-dominant forms and not distract attention from the abstract qualities in the 
garments. Donald Judd describes the tricky relationship of colour in relation to form and how to enhan-
ce form qualities through colour;

To embodied abstract form was the most important element in the project, therefore it felt like a too big 
task to use many colours in the project. To investigate different colours and what effect they have on 
perception of form would take to much time and focus from the project, although such exploration could 
be interesting for future projects. 
I decided to use grey scale as it would not disturb, rather add to the abstract properties of form. The 
tones of the hues would be set during the sampling process in the weaving machine.

Even though the use of one single biding solved a lot of question marks regarding the development 
of the project, it also came with a backside; the satin bindings created the same thickness in all hues. 
Hence, all woven material had to be done in the same structure and weight. The satin binding I decided 
to use created ‘semi thick’ material that would be light enough to create garment in up to two layers,  but 
was too heavy to build some garments completely in the material. 

At this stage, the main material had been decided, hence how distortion would be embodied in the pro-
ject. Previously described, materiality is the link between body and form and therefore plays a big role 
in the final expression. Thus it was very important show the maximal potential of the material. Because 
hues were created in the material itself, it was important that the continuation from a light to darker hue 
was made within the weave and not through sewing different colour blocks together by stitching.

It was essential to show the maximum potential of the weaving technique.

The 40cm pattern report made it tricky to weave full shapes and colour blocks in a singe section. 
Patterns had to be divided into section as a result of the 40cm restriction of the jacquard. During the 
sampling process I realized that vertical stitching were not really visible within the satin. Horizontal stit-
ching on the other hand was very visible and needed to be avoided. These findings generated unavoi-
dable effects of how the garments would be constructed.

I also wanted to keep an open approach to incorporating other materials in the project. Therefore I 
made several test with greys scales in the print lab to find hues that would match the grey scale used in 
the woven materials, see figure 28. 

’Cadmium red light has the right light value for three dimensional objects, If you paint 
something black or any dark colour you can’t tell what the edges are like. If you paint it 
in white, it seems small a purist. And red, other than grey of that value seems to be the 
only colour which really makes an object sharp and kdefines its contours and angles 
(Gage 2006, p 107).
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Figure 28

From two dimensional sketches to three dimensional compositions of panels

A phase of being stuck now followed. In the initial material sketches, (see figure 22) loose warp and weft 
threads were translated directly into the forms developed from the black box method. 

The main concern was how the garment around these forms should be visualized. The warp and weft 
had to be attached to something as it could not just hang from thin air. The threads could not exist un-
less there was fabric around them holding them together. 
My inner debate surrounded if the garments should be formed from a more traditional “garment-based” 
approach (a shirt or a dress for example) or if they should be embodied only from a “form-based” point 
of view through which panels and cylinders created wearable garments without changing to much from 
their origins. 

To try and solve the issues I started an intense sketch period but little process was made. The main pro-
blem came about when sketching from a garment-based approach was that the rectangle forms felt to 
“applied” when added on a shirt for example. 
During this process, I made some failed live size toils that confirmed a sense of application even more; 
they expressed a feeling of addition rather than full cohesive expression, see figure 29. 
The 40 cm report of the jacquard machine was a disturbing factor during this phase as any construction 
of garments needed to be divided in 40 cm strips. This hindered my thinking of pattern cutting as any 
construction had to be adjusted to what could be woven in the jacquard machine. The limitation made 
the process less ‘free’ and spontaneous.

After several failed attempts to work from a garment-based approach I came to the conclusion that I 
had to let go of the idea of “garment” when developing styles in order to move forward in the process. 
From this point forward I returned to my usual way of working; to build garments of forms around and in 
relation to body. This approach puts a “wearable-form” point of view primary to a “garment-first”-app-
roach. This realisation resulted in a huge break through that was crucial as it allowed me to work by a 
method that felt true to my expression. 
The fabric surrounding the “holes” was to be looked upon as forms that could be stretched to cylinders. 
From this moment, I continued to working with the same method as I had used in previous master pro-
jects. 
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The project had been reduced from uncertainty; one of many alternatives was left (Jones, 1997 p. 68). 
By realising that a form-first approach would be used, the project was able to take a huge step forward. 
The final solution in the research phase had been determined. Its main objectives had been detected 
by ruling out alternatives that are not worth investigating further (Jones, 1997, p. 68). The application of 
distorted forms on exiting garments had been tested and ruled out as an option for the development of 
the project.

Toiling

The project had at this stage found it main components which now needed to be assembled and mer-
ged to reach a full sense of expression. 
I continued to sketch parallel to toiling with new enforced direction. Panels were investigated as parts 
of a modular system that where composed after the body form. They were either hanged off or formed 
around the body in three dimensional compositions.
Making toils in between sketching enabled me to translated two dimensional sketches to three dimen-
sional full units where panels created arrangements in relation to the body. Thorquist writes that sketch 
methods are very closely linked to the result (expressions). He suggest the method of translating 
sketches to three dimensional forms into modules of patterns without any pattern making systems as 
sustainable aid (Thourquist 2010 p.33). In this project panel and panel extended to a cylinder were tran-
slated directly as forms from the sketches onto the body as Thornquist suggests. 
To further understand the three dimensional relationship between panel and body some additional dra-
ping was made on a small scale dummy, see figure 30.

After this exercise I continued to realize the sketches in full scale format. A sketch was made roughly to 
plan the construction of the garment. Then a toile was made to see if the sketch corresponded with the 
three dimensional idea and that the construction actually worked practically. If the toile did not meeting 
a three dimensional unity the toile was refined until balanced was achieved between all elements previo-
usly described in this text, see figure 31.

Because I created a system of reducing body into geometrical forms any part of the body could be 
abstracted. Threfore it was possible to vary the way of approaching body in numerous ways and to not 
focus on the whole body at once. Through using this approach I could play with composition and sear-
ch for balance in between reduced body form, what some compositions had had others did dot. One 
could have a strong focus on the side of body and another would emphasize reversed sides of body for 
example. Many ideas of garments were tested and ignored as some arrangements would not achieve 
desired balance from all angles.

Figure 28
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Although, no matter how a composition would be assembled it would always connate a body as all 
rectangular forms where abstracted from the body. This could be explained as that all garments expres-
sed the same aim but through different variations.

While creating toils, I use my intuition and sensed as main guidance to reach unity and simplicity in the 
expression and between the three dimensional forms
In this process panels were also stretched into forms that continued outside the body, a cylinder con-
tinuing to a panel for example. This exercise accentuated the relationship between flat static form and 
body even further, hence visualized the clash between organic and geometric very clearly.
Much attention was made to achieve illusionary play between two dimensionality and three dimensiona-
lity. I wanted to keep the origins of a panel and not manipulate it to much.

Distorted forms as primary elements in compositions

Previously explained, the project main aim was to distort rectangular forms. Hence the distorted ele-
ments needed somehow to be the main focus point within the compositions, therefore it was important 
to find balance between distorted and static forms.
To achieve such focus I started to single out the dominant and subdominant forms in each composi-
tions. These/this shapes would be distorted to clearly visualize the point an aim of the work. If a leg and 
half of the chest was used as priority shapes both world be distorted to point out their primary features 
of the composition for example.

Simplicity through compositions

I also focused on how body could be reduced into the simplest form. During the live size experiments I 
found that if too many “forms” were used in one garment it would interrupt a unity I wanted to reach. 

Figure 30  
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I searched for simple compositions that would still express a sense complexity. Forms that were too 
much “body like”, did not seem abstracted enough and stole some attention from the more simple forms 
as rectangles and cylinders, an arch over the hips for example.

Smaller lines also would draw too much attention from the simplicity in the expression. Several toils were 
also made with lines or panels around the arms. When I worked toward the arms I could not find the 
balance of simplicity that was found easily when working towards bigger areas of the body. Smaller lines 
and rectangles disturbed to overall simplistic expression.
After this realization I took the (brave) decision to ignored garment with sleeves in the collection. 
However, trousers would work as they are two bigger cylinders that together with the torso create a co-
lumn like body figure that felt abstracted enough. 

When making this decision I spent much time thinking of general collection directions and why and how 
they are dictated. Of course, when selling and distributing collections in a more commercialized context 
some variety in garments types is required to generate sales. Although many designers have started 
with very limited products, such as launching a collection that consist of only white shirts for example.
The way collections are expected to be combined and visualized is only somehow a social heritage and 
thus has no actual boundaries. Aesthetic value should always come first in a design process and some 
methods may not always work on all parts of the body.

All toils were created by painting the planned colour blocks with textile paint that would be woven. This 
was made to test balance of compositions in the toils and to practically test the construction of the gar-
ments. It was important that patterns were accurate as they would be woven made to measure. I only 
had the chance to use the jacquard machine on three occasions, therefore even half a centimeters mis-
take in the toile would force me to reweave the garment, see figure 32.

Figure 31 Figure 32
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Making finished garments with an openness to alterations

When a pattern for a garment had been finalised the pattern had to be divided into sections to fit the 
40cm report. A skirt could be divided into five different pattern reports for example. The pattern was 
then read and calculated in the computer to be translated into bindings, see figure 33, 34, and 35. 
Seven garments were first made. They where woven made to measure; therefore they could only be pro-
duced in the weaving machine. Because the jacquard machine was booked most of the time it was hard 
for me to create the all the toils in the real fabric, which I had wished for.  
To weave so many final garments without testing the material enough during toiling process was a so-
mehow risk.

I am usually working from a form-first approach where material is chosen depending on the aimed 
shape. Hence, the choice of distortion (material and technique) will determine the properties of the desi-
red shape. 
In this project material has been put primary to form which became a challenge for my usual way of 
thinking. The weaving technique generated a lot of limitations mainly surrounding thickness and the 
40 cm report in the jacquard. This made it hard to for tell the fall and proper shape of the real garment 
during the toiling process. These difficulties resulted in that many garment ended up too heavy and too 
thick. They had no fall and gave a sense of bulkiness that overtook the complex features of the blocks 
with loose threads. 
In some garments I removed certain layers and replaced some colours to achieve a better unity that 
expresses a lighter feeling that would allow the ”holes” with loose threads to be primary in the garment. 
A few garments that I felt had a good balance between colour blocks and construction in the toils stage 
became to ‘messy’ when they executed in the real woven fabric as they did not express simplicity. 
This called for refinement in some garments and some layers were removed and replaced with other 
materials to create a better unit between material and form. 
In some garments the woven material needed to be supported with extra fusing in order to build a desi-
red shape that was as stiffer than the woven material. 

During the second appointment in the weaving lab the final three garments where made. At this stage I 
hade acquired some knowledge that I could not foresee in the toile stage and the remaining garments 
were altered as such. 

The third appointment in the weaving lab was used to replace mistakes made in toils and to exchange 
some part that would no longer work. It was also used to replace parts that had been cut by mistake. As 
the garments where made to measure they had to be divided into 40cm sections. The jacquard machine 
repeated the report four times; the patterns would be woven in four identical strips. A garment construc-
tion could consist of seven individual strips for example. To create all parts of the garment, seven sets 
of four had to be woven in different variations. Despite the repetition of four, in some garments only the 
middle part of the woven fabric could be used as the pattern cutting required some excess fabric that 
stretched onto the neighbouring strips. Hence the pattern piece hade to be cut in a way so only one 
repetition could be used in the four set. If a mistake was cut in the woven fabric it would affect the whole 
construction of the garment as the remaining part of the fabric could not be used. The garment would 
not be able to be finished and the missing part had to be woven at the next occasion. This caused extra 
stress and tension when working as the appointment to use the jacquard machine was limited

I also created some under and “support” garments in lighter materials such as light viscose and cotton 
organza to balance up the more heavy woven fabric. Colour blocks where also printed on these gar-
ments to correspond with the forms on the woven materials they where combined with. Both the cotton 
organza and the viscose had qualities of distortion. The sheerness in the organza can be view as a 
distortion as it somehow dissolves the experience of the fabric. The light viscose is ideal for draping as 
it follows movement well; rectangles printed on this fabric would be distorted in movement. They would 
also balance the heavier woven structures well and hence contribute to the overall expression. The ten 
garments were then finalised.
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Figure 33 Figure 34

Figure 35
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Figure 36

Figure 37 Figure 38
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Results
 
The main outcome of the project was the development of how to reduce body into geometrical shapes 
and how such reduction can be used as a method or a system. The method can be applied to any part 
of the body. Abstracted shapes can therefore be repeated in endless variations as they will always rela-
te back to a body from in some way. How body is reduced into geometrical forms can also be varied in 
many ways. It can range from the simplest forms to more body like shapes. 

The method generates aesthetics that expresses the same overall aim but through different varia-
tions. 

This is an approach that I want to developed and forward into future projects. Materiality determines 
how shapes will be distorted, hence how shape will be embodied in garments. This opens up for many 
variations of possible developments both in artistic and commercial contexts. 

The project has also made me realize how I want to relate body and more importantly why such app-
roach is universal as it deals with abstract features. Throughout my studies I have always put value to 
abstract expression because they don not hold any actual references and can therefore be appreciate 
by everyone regardless of culture or social rank. What determines if an abstracts expression is good or 
not is how immediate it is in its communication. The only way to achieves immediacy in expression is 
through training ones vision and senses to develop a strong visual language. 

Another result of the project is how to build holistic compositions through hues. The project has taught 
my mind to work with dominant, subdominant and subordinate forms in combination with geometrically 
reduced body shapes. I have trained my mind to arrange desired shapes by using colour blocks. This 
is something I wish to continue to develop in future works. Possible developments could be to find do-
minant forms in three dimensional compositions and accentuated those forms in relation to the whole 
arrangement by colour.

The most obvious result in the collection is the weaving technique which I developed. The technique 
was a starting point for the project because of its possibilities to distort forms and to express both orga-
nic and geometric in the material itself. In combination with colour blocks and panels as form it was able 
to be translated into wearable forms. 

Each garment in the collection visualizes different variations of how of body has been abstracted into 
geometrical forms. Below follows a description for each look in the collection.
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The top is an exploration of how a cylinder can be stretch into a panel that aims to give the illusion of the body 
being ‘wrapped’. It’s a play between flat and circular forms. The front panel visualizes abstracted rectangular 
body forms that are static and also distorted through see through thread. The see through thread in the front 
‘hole’ manifest a transparent element. It enables one to glimpse a colour block underneath, hence creating a 
layered three dimensional effect.
The skirt is a reversed form of the top and made in a soft material. The mirrored forms create a dialogue 
between different textures. In both the skirt and the top a panel continues out from the body. On these panels, 
‘thread holes’ are placed which further accentuate the relationship of reversed forms, as they mirror each 
other. The skirt and the top together create a unit of different stuctures.

Garment shows abstraction of different body sections through reverse forms. The front rectangle is mirrored 
with the rectangle on the back, both distorted in the same manner. The reverse forms are connected with a 
cylinder that runs around the hips. Garment also visualizes abstraction of body through a column where diffe-
rent sections are distorted through a softer viscose and a see trough cotton organza. Also how empty space 
can create a block abstracted from the body form.
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The garment visualizes the idea of reducing upper body into the simplest shape. Focus has been made to the 
back body as the back panel is longer.
Front and back panel corresponds through colour blocks that starts from the bust line, with two distorted 
forms in darker color on the panels. Front and back is connected with a see through cylinder form which runs 
parallel to the distorted from on the front panel. The cylinder is sub ordinate to the primary back and front pa-
nels. 
The skirt has a circular print following the size of the gap between the front and back panel, which connects 
the top to the skirt through colour blocking.

The garment investigates how a garment can be the build up by panels and cylinders. The front panel accen-
tuates this relationship as a result of its big size. The front body has been abstracted into two bigger rectang-
les. In these rectangles, smaller vertical rectangles are placed to point out the left side of the body. The gar-
ment embodies a play between distorted forms and non distorted form as smaller forms are distorted in the 
bigger panels. The smaller distorted panels also accentuate the primary abstracted rectangles and their rela-
tionship to each other.
Waist is visualized as a cylinder with a distorted form in the middle. This form follows the back rectangle that 
frames the middle part of the back body.
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The dress is an exploration of how a cylinder can be stretch into a panel that aims to give the illusion of the 
body being ‘wrapped’. The front ‘hole’ manifests a see through element that makes one glimpse a colour 
block underneath, the color block stretches onto the back of the dress
The underskirt has two bigger rectangles that in combination with the dress create a unit of composed forms. 
The skirt is constructed so the front overlaps the back in the opposite direction of the overlap in the dress; this 
creates a sense of reversed directions. The overlap also creates a smaller form in a lighter hue on the front.
The softness in the viscose skirt and the stiff the plastic cotton in top dress embodies a relationship between 
different structures.

Garment investigates the idea of completely building a garment of panels. The font and back is the main fo-
cus in the composition with emphasis on the front, as it is divided into two panels. 
The garments investigate the possibility of connecting front and back panels through colour blocking on the 
side. The colours are darkest on the side and then fade out to lighter hues towards front and back. 
Distorted and solid forms corresponds through levels in the garments as the middle grey panel on the front is 
in dialogue with the open ‘hole’ in the lover panel for example.
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The garment manifests the idea of reducing front and back body into the simplest forms. Sides of the body 
have been abstracted into subordinate shapes. The garments investigate how abstracted body shapes can 
be visualized through colours blocking within planes, as they are woven on to the panels. The darker line that 
runs around the tights unifies the composition also when the panels are separated in movements for example.

The garment explores the idea of reducing back and front body into the simplest geometrical form. Back 
and front are connected through a cylinder that runs around the hip. The cylinder is distorted through smaller 
rectangles on front and back. The distorted front and back rectangles are slightly higher than the darker hip 
rectangle to add some disruption to the overall symmetrical composition.
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The garment investigates the lover hip area as a circular form. The form is partially dissolved, as half of the 
form is printed on top of the threads. On the back, body has been abstracts through a smaller solid form in 
combination with the cylinder creates a unit.
Front of the body is reduced to a smaller rectangle that is partially distorted through loose threads. The top 
weft has been left to follow the top line of the cylinder. The front rectangle is also slightly longer than the rest 
of the dress to crate tension in regards to the cylinder.

The garment is the most ‘garment’ like in the collection. The top dress is formed after a cylinder and created 
in a soft material. The ‘hole’ on the side visualizes distortion of form as an abstracted form is printed on top 
of the threads that dissolve in movement.
The trousers underneath has a printed line around the hip that continues into the printed form on the dress, 
this creates a layered effect. 
The line on the dress is just wide enough to be perceived as a form. The trousers and the dress together 
transform the body in to the shape of a column. The darker line that is printed on the trousers further guides 
the direction of an upright column.
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Analysis
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Aim in relation to result

My process surrounds the development of geometric form in relation to body, therefore forms are usually 
considered as a prior in the process to materiality. The properties of a shape are first determined, mate-
rial and technique is then adjusted to meet those intended properties. Materiality decides how planned 
forms can come to life. 
Materiality also determines what type of garment the chosen material is best suited for. Thin cotton jer-
sey works well for garment that is going to be worn in summer or inside for example.

The order of my design development could be described as: abstraction > form > embodiment 
through materiality. What form is intended? What type of material would embody that form? How would 
that material distort the form in relation to the body? What garment would be ideal for chosen material 
and form?

In this project, materiality has been put as prior to form. The weaving technique was the staring point 
for the project which turned my ”natural” way of working upside down. Throughout the project this app-
roach has been a huge challenge when developing the project. I realized it was problematic to adjust 
planned forms, how they would be distorted when the material and technique was already set as the 
possibilities of this technique was limited. To start form a materiality-approach that was also limited was 
completely new to my process. I soon into the process understood that it did not meet the aim of this 
project.

“To investigate how body can be reduced into rectangular shapes and how such forms can be distorted 
through weaving in dress”

The order of the aim is formulated so reduction and form is considered before material. Hence I needed 
to approach the technique in a way that it could be in symbiosis with the aim. Material and form will 
always be dependent of each others existence; what is crucial is to relate form and material to the aim.

Although, materiality has been of much importance in this project. The weaving technique possesses 
interesting ways of creating distortion within the material itself, which was a new and exiting way of wor-
king with distortion in combination with form for me. 
To start to understand how I could approach the weaving techniques and its limits to my usual way of 
working I detected key elements in the technique that would enhance the aim of the project. It was im-
portant to emphasize those aesthetic qualities of the technique that would enhance the aim. 
An elements that was important, as it was specific for this technique was to weave colour bocks within 
the material as appose to stitch colour blocks together for example. 
When key features in the material had been detected, some side effect followed that called for compro-
mises. To only be able to weave one thickness was a result of such prioritizing.

Looking back, the project has thought me that in the future I need much more knowledge of technique 
before creating a whole collection in limited time. In order to embody planned forms, a wider understan-
ding of what could have been done in material was required. If I had investigates the waving technique 
on a deeper level, the collection would possibly have consisted of more variations of garments in regard 
to thickness, fall and structure. A more thorough material exploration would hence have rule out upco-
ming compromises. Thus such explorations were not possible to achieve in the given time of this master 
project. 
While I created the garments, I realized that one year of technique exploration without aiming for any 
results would possibly have been ideal for the development for the project and its outcomes. It would 
have made it easier to generate maximum result in relation to both structure and form.

Working with expressive forms to enhance expressive qualities of manifesto
 
Previosly described, I believe that aesthetic expression should be put primary in design developme-
nt and not be compromised for to fit a specific discipline. However, to make one’s aesthetic direction/
language more clear it can be helpful to work as expressively as possible. Being a student enables one 
to operate outside restrictions that come with commercial interests. School environments welcome new 
approaches to fashion and can bee seen as a melting pot for innovative ideas. Students are somehow 
expected to carry out experiments and to challenge the current fashion agenda.
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To archive developments for the future, students should find new approaches to fashion and towards 
the body. ‘Contemporary fashion is what pushes the boundaries of fashion forward.” “Indeed, the repre-
sentative of this movements transgress the boundaries of fashion, they keep pushing them forward and 
then keep modifying the body perspective’ (Locheck, 2009, p 38).

Already from the beginning of this project I decided that the garment was not going to be made for a 
commercial purpose. I wanted to maximize what could be done aesthetically and wanted therefore to 
work regardless of form. To work with very expressive forms would enhance the possibilities of the aim 
of my manifesto to be put fist in the expression. Locsheck writes;

Thus I chose to work with quite “un-wearable” garments in most part of the collection. To be able to 
build garments of panels and cylinders that had not been modified too much made it possible to be 
very clear in the expression for example.

A smaller part of the collection consists of more simple wearable garments. They were intended to cre-
ate a balance in relation to the more extreme and expressive forms. They where also an exploration of 
how wearability could be achieved when working with the restrictions of the weaving technique.

Looking back, the garments in which I have compromised in the expression to achieve wearability are 
the least successful. They leave an aftertaste of application and does not visualise the aim of the project 
as much as the rest of the collection, see figure 39. The most successful garments are the ones that fully 
represent the idea of the project but are also wearable at the same time. Hence the construction of the 
garments fully explores all aspects of the project in a wearable way, see figure 40.

‘fashion must expand or even explode the utilitarian langue of forms of fashion as 
commodity, as in the case with some creations by John Gallioano, Alexander Mc Qu-
een and Victor and Rolf.’ ‘These creations had never any pretensions to be worn. The 
latter display more of a theatrical pretension: they are dressed that pay no account to 
the demands of everyday life and, apart from their impact as advertising and to attract 
attention, they lack purpose to the extent that art also claims for itself.’

Figure 39, Unsucessful garment that compromises for wearability, thus aim is not meet.
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Neutral expression of form and unexpected connotations

The project had been developed of a form-first method. Through the application of such method I have 
searched for an expression where no cultural or social associations can be made. By reducing body 
into geometrical shapes I wanted to expresses only “form” in the collection. Understanding the basic 
body form as a neutral l source has helped me to create garments that do not generate connotations. 

Although in some garments, unexpected associations did occur, see figure 41.The garment seems to 
have some similarities with a priest robe. The garment does not only refer to body but also expresses 
social and historical indications. Such references distract the sense of neutrality in form. 

This garment (figure 41) was a good example for me to understand a greater spectrum of the method I 
developed in this project. To reduce body into geometrical shapes will not necessarily generate neutrali-
ty in form. If too much similarity can be detected with existing cultural or social expressions neutrality will 
be lost as it refers to recognizable references.
Unexpected associations as in this example I believe can not be avoided when working through this 
method, they will occur. If unforeseen connotations are identified in garments they have to be reworked 
until neutrality is achieved, otherwise they have to be ruled out of the process. 
Only practise will guide one in the search of knowing when forms (expression) are found that do not ge-
nerate any associations other than an abstracted basic body form.

Figure 40, Sucessful garment that embiodies aim without compromising for wearability.
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Fashion in context

Clothing can only exist within context, without context there is no fashion. Lochteck describes clothing 
as form and fashion as the medium. “The medium can be only be defined through the form, Further-
more, energy (a distributor, an operation, an ‘outer determination’) must be added to the difference, 
temporarily stabilising the form. The social application comes about via communication” (Loscheck, 
2009,p.25).  

To be able to visualize the aesthetic aim of the collection with full force I felt it was needed to present the 
collection in some kind of context. I wanted to emphasize that the collection was an exploration of form 
in which rectangles and cylinders was the main forms in focus. The development of the project resem-
bled an architectural approach to designing in many ways. To reduce body shapes into flat surfaces 
emphasised the relationship between planes and space and the idea cam about to extend the flat pla-
nes in the garments into the environment. It felt important to point out how the garments were construc-
ted and to forward that construction spatially. 
An idea that also was explored was to totally disconnect the garments fro the body and present them as 
objects. To show the garments as objects would highlight the construction of the garment further.

These ideas came to life in a conceptual photo shoot. I wanted to merge the garments with the en-
vironment in the actual space to enhance a spatial effect, hence not to add three dimensional effects in 
postproduction for example. Therefore some props was built, a cube a few wood and glass planes. The 
glass panels were sheer to correspond with the distorted elements in the collection. 

The garments were photographed against grey background and with a darker tone floor. The props 
were arranged accordingly to the composition in the garments. If a garments primary form was a long 
dark rectangle the planes would be composed in the space so they would correspond with the rectang-
le in the garment. 
Some pictures where also taken in which planes were hold behind the garments to give the illusion that 
they were extending out from the forms in the garments. 

The vertical floor in the composition with planes created a sense of spatiality that contributed to the geo-
metrical expression of the project.

Figure 41, Garment connotates social and historical references which is ditracting neutrality in form.
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Some pictures were taken portraying the garments as objects. An identification of garment is barley 
visible in these photos. The model and object photos forms series that visualise the garments outside of 
the body but also on the body. In combination they shift the project between an art and fashion context.  
Together they also further accentuate the aesthetical statement of the project.

The pictures that I find most successful is the photos where the models in turned away from the camera. 
By turning her face away no facial expressions can be shown; her body turns into a neutral form that is 
only a body not a person. This action accentuates the focus on body and form in the project. 

See pictures on pages 3-16 for image refreneces.

Manifesto in a commercial context

The main outcome of the project was the development of how to reduce body into geometrical shapes 
and how such reduction can be used as a method or a system. Materiality determines how shapes will 
be distorted, hence how shape will be embodied in garments. Following, an example is given where the 
same method was used to create wearable garments for a commercial market. 

Simultaneously to this project I developed a capsule collection consisting of six garments together 
Muuse Fashion, Copenhagen. Muuse Fashion is a company that focuses on promoting and developing 
young designers. The garments are produced and constructed by Muuse according to my sketches 
and technical instructions.

The development of these garments originated from the sketches that were developed from the black 
box approach. The sketches developed in during the black box approach set an aesthetical dialect and 
an approach towards the body, which could therefore be applied in other projects. 
To approach a wearable and commercial context, materials where chosen according to wearability and 
washability for example. 
The collection was mainly created in sheer chiffon and cotton jersey. Reduced rectangular form where 
printed onto the garments. The sheer qualities of the chiffon made it possible to work with layers. The 
rectangular forms could hence be arranged in different three dimensional compositions. The forms 
would also be distorted through the light and drape able properties of the chiffon. Some garments were 
also made in non see through materials with forms printed on them, see figure, 42, 43, 44 and 45.

The printing techniques in combination with the sheer chiffon made it possible to create wearable gar-
ments that did not generated any sense of application. The project was as a good exercise for me to 
gain experience on how to create outcomes of my manifesto in both a commercial and artistic context.
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Figure 42
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Figure 43
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Figure 44
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Figure 45
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Troughs on methodology – Why is a design program important to the designer?

In order to achieve any development it is important that what one is aiming towards has meaning. To 
find inspiration and motivation we relate to the world around us. Once we have found something that 
truly engage us it is possible to create drive and motivation that will last over a long period of time.
 
To be able to formulate or lay the foundation of a design program the actual need for the programs exis-
tence must be identified. 
The necessity of a design program can be as fundamental as the development of new function and 
what that new function can generate. It can also originate from a more philosophical approach, like a 
search for a new approach to design for example. 
To be able to identify such need the design program need to be contextualised. Fundamental ques-
tions must be asked; why is the design program important? Why should the design program exist? What 
questions should the design program answer? 

Why a design program needs to exist is often very personal as it is what drives the designer to engage 
in the design programme/manifesto. Even though the why can be as simple as discovering the need for 
a new function for example, the designers still need to care for the outcome that the new function would 
generate. 

Once the question of why a design program need to exist has been answered the very outlines of the 
programs can start to take form. The frame of the program should formulate the fundamental questions 
regarding why it needs to exist and how it aims to be investigated. These guidelines are crucial as they 
can be turned to in case of confusion or in doubt during development.

Nevertheless,the main critique of design programs and methods is that they tend to lay out a formula or 
recipes that can be relied on up in all situations (Jones, 1992, p 3). This approach can be recognized 
in science research where results depend on facts and needs to be tested and validated and tested in 
regards to the aim before conclusions can be made. 
Reström speaks of design programs as different from ‘hypothesis’ which is commonly used in science. 
The main difference between the design program and other constructs such as a hypothesis is that whi-
le the hypothesis ideally should be quite precise and ‘testable’ a design program needs to be suggesti-
ve and open for experiments (Redström, 2011, p. 2)

I agree with Redstöms argument and believe it is important to for the designer to have an open app-
roach to results and their possible outcomes. Practice base design research can be described as a try 
and error process. Outcomes from experiments should not be viewed as evidence but rather be seen as 
valuable information that may take a project in new undiscovered directions.
Redströms implies that practice base design needs to operate in a critical milieu. Experimentation is 
calling for a conceptual reframing to make sense of early intuitions, of those result not expected that 
could lead the process in another direction, etc. (Redström, 2011, p 5). 

Uncertainty plays an inevitable role in such process. During confusion or face whit dilemmas, the de-
signer is dependent on the design program. Because the design program addresses the general aim 
of projects, it answers the question of why the project needs to be carried out and help to empower the 
designer with new enforced motivation and get back onto the right track.
The design programme can thus be seen      . as a frame that provides direction when in doubt. When a 
result generates unexpected uncertainty to the designer it can be of much help to step out of the current 
problem and return to the design program. Because the design program contextualises the project as a 
whole it offers guidance and motivation, see figure 46.
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Figure 4
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